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f-assembly of dumbbell-shaped
polyoxometalate hybrids, from molecular building
units to nanostructured soft materials†

Mireia Segado Centellas, a Madeleine Piot,b Raphaël Salles,b Anna Proust, b

Ludovic Tortech, bc Dalil Brouri,d Sébastien Hupin,e Benjamin Abécassis, f

David Landy,g Carles Bo *ah and Guillaume Izzet *b

The formation of hierarchical nanostructures using preformed dumbbell-like species made of covalent

organic–inorganic polyoxometalate (POM)-based hybrids is herein described. In this system, the

presence of charged subunits (POM, metal linkers, and counter ions) in the complex molecular

architecture can drive their aggregation, which results from a competition between the solvation energy

of the discrete species and intermolecular electrostatic interactions. We show that the nature of the

POM and the charge of the metal linker are key parameters for the hierarchical nanoorganization. The

experimental findings were corroborated with a computational investigation combining DFT and

molecular dynamics simulation methods, which outlines the importance of solvation of the counter ion

and POM/counter ion association in the aggregation process. The dumbbell-like species can also form

gels, in the presence of a poorer solvent, displaying similar nanoorganization of the aggregates. We show

that starting from the designed molecular building units whose internal charges can be controlled by

redox trigger we can achieve their implementation into soft nanostructured materials through the

control of their supramolecular organization.
Introduction

The development of nanostructured so materials through
hierarchical self-assembly is drawing growing attention of
scientists inspired by the structural complexity of natural
systems.1–3 These compounds involve a variety of interaction
combinations that can lead to the emergence of innovative
structures or even functionalities.4 Classical synthetic strategies
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of such articial assemblies with multiple levels of organization
rely on the use of molecular building units displaying orthog-
onal and switchable interactions (e.g. metal coordination,
electrostatic and hydrophobic effects.).5–7 In this context we
recently described the hierarchical self-assembly of organic/
inorganic polyoxometalate (POM)-based hybrids in which the
POM is covalently bonded to remote binding sites.8–10 POMs are
nanosized polyanionic molecular metal-oxo clusters that
constitute original building units for the elaboration of multi-
functional materials11–17 owing to their multiple properties
(such as electron reservoirs)18 and sensitiveness to different
interactions.19–22 As they are polyanionic species they establish
strong electrostatic interactions with cationic species. Further-
more, owing to their large size and their delocalized charges
they display chaotropic behavior23,24 and may give rise to self-
assemblies with large association constants, albeit resulting
from very weak interactions.25 In our reported system, the
coordination-driven self-assembly of a ditopic hybrid (display-
ing two remote terpyridine binding sites) in the presence of
a cationic metal linker (Fe2+, Co2+ or Co3+) provided different
supramolecular organizations (discrete metallomacrocycles,
dense nanoparticles, and 1D worm-like nanoobjects), according
to the solvent composition or the redox state of the metal ion.
We concluded that the aggregation of the discrete metal-
lomacrocycles combining negatively charged POMs and
cationic metal linkers, resulted from a competition between the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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solvation energy of the discrete species with the electrostatic
interactions between the charged units. In order to understand
the thermodynamics of the formation of the discrete metal-
lomacrocycles, we also compared the metal coordination
behavior of two analogue ditopic building units differing by the
nature (and hence the charge) of the POM (i.e. Keggin-versus
Dawson-types).26 This study outlined the decisive effect of the
charge of the POM disfavouring the formation of large assem-
blies probably due to an important entropic contribution. This
was conrmed by an isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)
experiment that conrmed the stronger association in the case
of the Keggin hybrids. However, the analysis of the previous
system was particularly intricate since mixtures of molecular
triangles and squares were observed, which limited the inter-
pretation. In order to simplify the system, we decided to
investigate the self-assembly behavior of monotopic hybrids
either in the Keggin or the Dawson series. We herein describe
the formation of molecular dimers with dumbbell structures
from these hybrids. We also show that these supramolecular
systems are prone to aggregation according to the solvent
composition and demonstrate that the difference in the nature
of the POM, the charge of the metal linker or the solvent
composition considerably affects the supramolecular organi-
zation, which in some cases lead to the formation of molecular
gels retaining the initial nanostructuration. Since in previous
studies some of us and other authors have shown that
Scheme 1 Synthetic route to KSn[tpy] and DSn[tpy] (in the polyhedral
representation, the WO6 octahedra are depicted with oxygen atoms at
the vertices and metal cations buried inside). Color code: WO6 octa-
hedra, blue; PO4 tetrahedra, green.

Fig. 1 1H NMR (300 MHz) in DMSO-d6 solution containing KSn[tpy] (2
[Co(H2O)6](NO3)2 (middle); after oxidation of the Co(II) with 0.5 equiv. TB

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations provided unique insight
into the origin of POMs/counter-cation interactions,27–32 we
show here that the solvent plays a key role by modulating ion-
pairing and thus self-assembly.
Results and discussion
Synthesis of the POM-based molecular units

The POM-based building units [PW11O39{SnC29H18N3}]
4- and

[P2W17O61{SnC29H18N3}]
7- respectively denoted as KSn[tpy] and

DSn[tpy]‡ contain one terpyridine (tpy) unit connected to the
mono-lacunary site of a Keggin-([PW11O39]

7�) and Dawson-(a2-
[P2W17O61]

10�) type polyoxotungstate. Their synthesis is per-
formed in one step from the iodo-aryl terminated POM-based
platforms KSn[I] and DSn[I] by adapting our reported proce-
dure involving a Sonogashira cross-coupling reaction (Scheme
1).33 The hybrid POMs are isolated as tetrabutyl ammonium
(TBA) salts and characterized by 1H and 31P NMR spectroscopy,
mass spectrometry, elemental analyses and FTIR spectroscopy
(Fig. S1–S4†).
Formation and characterization of discrete molecular
dumbbells

Terpyridine ligands produce a linear arrangement when coor-
dinated to a metal center such as Co(II). The addition of
[Co(H2O)6](NO3)2 to a solution of KSn[tpy] or DSn[tpy] (2 mM) in
DMSO-d6 instantly leads to the appearance of a single set of
signals in the 1H low-eld region (above 10 ppm) attributed to
the formation of paramagnetic Co(II) terpyridine complexes
(Fig. 1). The reaction is complete aer the addition of 0.5 equiv.
of Co per POM hybrid, in agreement with the formation of
a supramolecular species displaying a 2 : 1 stoichiometry
between the POM and the metal linker. The 1H signals of the
supramolecular species (especially those of protons located at
the vicinity of the metal centre) are considerably broadened
compared to those of the parent hybrid KSn[tpy] or DSn[tpy] as
a result of the paramagnetism of the Co(II) center. However,
their linewidths are similar to those of a reference Co(II) bis-
terpyridine complex (Fig. S5†), suggesting that the POM-based
mM, top left) and DSn[tpy] (top right) in the presence of 0.5 equiv. of
ABr3 (down).

Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 11072–11080 | 11073
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supramolecular compounds are discrete species in DMSO-d6.
The addition of tetrabutyl ammonium tribromide (0.5 equiv.,
20 mM in DMSO-d6) into a DMSO-d6 solution containing KSn[-
tpy] or DSn[tpy] in the presence of 0.5 equiv. of [Co(H2O)6](NO3)2
leads to a rapid fading of the solution colour from bright orange
to the characteristic yellow colour of the low-spin Co(III) bis(-
terpyridine) complex, the process being complete in a few
minutes.

The 1H NMR spectra of the resulting species display well-
resolved 1H NMR signals, yet broader than those of the
parent hybrid since transverse relaxation T2 is faster for large
molecules. No signal is observed above 10 ppm, indicating the
absence of paramagnetic species. These studies suggest that in
DMSO-d6, all POM.CoN complexes (in the following, POM.MN

stands for the supramolecular species displaying a 2 : 1 stoi-
chiometry between the POM hybrid and the metal linker at the
oxidation state N) behave as discrete species. Computational
studies conrm the stability of the 2 : 1 supramolecular
structures. The optimized DFT structures of KSn[tpy].Co

II,
DSn[tpy].Co

II, KSn[tpy].Co
III and DSn[tpy].Co

III show an octa-
hedral coordination of central cobalt (Fig. 2 and S6†). The
most stable electronic and spin conguration for both Co(II)
complexes is a paramagnetic doublet state with one unpaired
electron in a orbital of sigma character, in which the d metal
orbital and equatorial nitrogen atom lone pairs are involved.
For Co(III) systems, the ground-state is a singlet low-spin. This
difference in electronic conguration gives signicant differ-
ences in Co–N distances, which are enlarged from 1.96 to 2.19
when going from KSn[tpy].Co

III to KSn[tpy].Co
II. While the

energy-minimized structures of the dumbbell-like species
KSn[tpy].Co

II and KSn[tpy].Co
III are almost identical (dP–P ¼

4.29 nm for both structures), we observe a slight discrepancy
in the structures of DSn[tpy].Co

II and DSn[tpy].Co
III. Keggin

systems show more linear structures, than the corresponding
Dawson complexes. Indeed, as DSn[tpy] lacks the additional
pseudo symmetry plane found in KSn[tpy],26 various
conformers differing by the relative orientation between the
Dawson units exist with DSn[tpy].Co

N. The conformational
difference between the energy minimized structures of DSn[-
tpy].CoII and DSn[tpy].Co

III (dP1–P1 ¼ 4.19 and 4.16 nm, dP2–P2¼
4.94 and 4.65 nm for DSn[tpy].Co

II and DSn[tpy].Co
III respec-

tively) does not correspond to a specic structural modica-
tion upon the change of the Co centre charge but mostly
reects the structural diversity of the Dawson-based dumbbell-
like species DSn[tpy].Co

N.
Fig. 2 Energy-minimized structures of the dumbbell-like species
KSn[tpy].Co

II (a), KSn[tpy].Co
III (b), DSn[tpy].Co

II (c) and DSn[tpy].Co
III (d).
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We performed small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) to
complete the characterization of the dumbbell-like species in
DMSO-d6.

SAXS is a powerful technique to characterize the structures of
large synthetic molecules, molecular assemblies, nanoparticles34

and aggregates with sizes ranging from 1 to 100 nm.35,36 With
regard to POM chemistry, we and others have shown that this
technique is particularly well-suited to characterize nanosized
metal-oxo cluster assemblies.8,9,37–41 A signicant SAXS signal is
visible for both molecular building units, consistent with well-
dispersed nanometric objects (Fig. 3). Electrostatic interactions
between the POMs result in a small decrease in intensity at small
wave vectors, which prevents the observation of the Guinier
regime as previously observed.8–10,41 The SAXS diagrams of all
dumbbell-like Co(II) and Co(III) complexes display oscillations as
we have observed in other supramolecular systems.8,9 These
oscillations reveal characteristic distances larger than the POM
dimension and have, in the low q region, a higher intensity than
the starting building units, as a consequence of larger structures.
Interestingly, for both hybrids, the SAXS pattern of the Co(II) and
Co(III) complexes is almost identical, even in the low q region,
which indicates that neither the structure nor the dispersion of
the supramolecular systems is altered by the change in the redox
state of the metal linker. To conrm the structure of the
dumbbell-shaped species, theoretical SAXS patterns of the
energy-minimized structures of the POM-based building units
and molecular dimers have been computed using the program
CRYSOL42 without any adjustment of free parameters (Fig. 3 and
S7†). For both dumbbells, the theoretical intensity is very similar
to the experimental that in the SAXS patterns. In particular, the
two oscillations and the intensity at small q values (neglecting the
decrease in intensity below 0.04 Å�1 caused by the electrostatic
interactions) are nicely reproduced, which further supports the
structure and the discrete character of the dumbbell-like species
in DMSO-d6. It should be noted that despite the slight discrep-
ancy between the energy-minimized structures of DSn[tpy].Co

II

and DSn[tpy].Co
III, their computed SAXS patterns are very similar

(Fig. S7†).
Fig. 3 SAXS pattern of a 1 mmol solution of the molecular building-
units KSn[tpy] (left, black curve) and DSn[tpy] (right, black curve) in
DMSO-d6, and their resulting dumbbell-shaped Co(II) (red curves) and
Co(III) (blue curves) complexes and the computed SAXS pattern
(CRYSOL) of the optimized structures of KSn[tpy].Co

III and DSn[-
tpy].CoIII (dotted black). The solvent and the capillary were subtracted
to obtain these patterns.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Table 1 Thermodynamic parameters for the binding of the POM-
based hybrids and the terpyridine reference compound to
[Co(H2O)6](NO3)2

Ligand K/M�2
DH/kJ
mol�1

DS/J
K�1 mol�1

KSn[tpy] 3.48 � 1012 �79.7 �27.4
DSn[tpy] 1.10 � 1011 �74.1 �37.0
40-(4-Ethynylphenyl)-
2,20:60,200-terpyridine

5.28 � 1011 �70.1 �10.7
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Comparison of the complexation energy between the Keggin-
type and Dawson-type POM-based hybrids

In order to probe the thermodynamics of the formation of these
complexes, an isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) experiment
was performed. A solution of [Co(H2O)6](NO3)2 in DMSO (2.2
mM) was incrementally injected into a solution of KSn[tpy],
DSn[tpy] or 40-(4-ethynylphenyl)-2,20:60,200-terpyridine (a terpyr-
idine reference) in DMSO. The resulting isotherms are dis-
played in Fig. 4. For all compounds, the exothermal heat effects
show an inection point at a molar ratio of 0.5, which implies
that the stoichiometry of the assembly is 2 : 1. Therefore, calo-
rimetric data were tted according to a model considering the
formation of the 2 : 1 assembly directly from the free species. To
perform such analysis, the sequential binding site model was
used with the number of sites equal to 2, but with a formation
constant of the 1 : 1 assembly xed to 1. The values of tted
parameters are summarized in Table 1. For the terpyridine
reference compound, the strong affinity results from a strong
enthalpy stabilization (70.1 kJ.mol�1) that is compensated by
a weak entropic destabilization (�10.7 J.K�1.mol�1). Indeed, the
overall reaction leads to the removal of the molecules previously
coordinated to the Co(II) centre, which lowers the entropic cost.
The complexation of KSn[tpy] and DSn[tpy] follows a similar
trend but with different association constants. The enthalpic
stabilization is more important with the POM-based hybrids
and especially with KSn[tpy]. This is attributed to the coulombic
interactions related to the intramolecular POM–Co and POM–

POM interactions. If we neglect the overall contributions of the
TBA cations in the electrostatic interactions, the coulombic
work term associated with the complexation of the Co(II) centre
is a balance between the attractive POM–Co and repulsive POM–

POM interactions.

wel ¼ 2NqPOMqCo

4p303sRPOM�Co

� NqPOM
2

4p303sRPOM�POM
Fig. 4 ITC isotherm obtained by injecting a [Co(H2O)6](NO3)2 solution
in DMSO (2.2 mM) into a KSn[tpy] (red), DSn[tpy] (blue, with a vertical
shift of �60 kJ.mol�1) or 40-(4-ethynylphenyl)-2,20:60,200-terpyridine
(black, with a vertical shift of �100 kJ.mol�1) solution in DMSO (0.385,
0.150 and 0.385mM, respectively) at 25 �C. The lines correspond to fits
according to a model considering a direct formation of the 2 : 1
assembly.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
According to the energy minimized structures RPOM–Co¼ 2.2 nm
and 2.3 nm and RPOM–POM ¼ 4.3 nm and 4.6 nm, (the centre of
the POM is estimated to be the P atom for KSn[tpy] and the
midway point between the two P atoms for DSn[tpy]) for KSn[-
tpy].CoII and DSn[tpy].Co

II respectively.
The calculated electrostatic stabilization energies are

10.6 kJ mol�1 (KSn[tpy]) and 4.5 kJ mol�1 (DSn[tpy]) in excellent
agreement with the enthalpic differences observed between the
POM-based hybrids and the terpyridine reference. Simple
calculations thus show that an optimum electrostatic interac-
tion occurs when qPOM ¼ 2qCo i.e. for KSn[tpy]. The comparison
of the entropy of the complexation of all systems shows that it is
signicantly higher for the POM-based hybrids than for the
terpyridine reference. Furthermore, DSn[tpy] has a higher
entropic destabilization, than KSn[tpy] as previously suggested
for the complexation of ditopic POM-based hybrids.26
Aggregation of the molecular dumbbells

The coordination of KSn[tpy] and DSn[tpy] by [Co(H2O)6](NO3)2
in CD3CN, leads to the appearance of broad and ill-dened
signals in the 1H low-eld region (Fig. S8 and S9†) character-
istic of colloidal systems while the solutions remain homoge-
neous and instantly displays the characteristic reddish orange
coloration of Co(II) bis-terpyridine complexes. Similarly, the
addition of CD3CN or D2O to a solution of the discrete
dumbbell-shaped species in DMSO-d6, leads to the drastic
broadening of the 1H signals. The aggregation of the dumbbell-
shaped species was investigated by SAXS. We evaluated with
this modular system the effect of the nature of the POM (KSn[-
tpy] versus DSn[tpy]) and the charge of the metal linker (Co2+

versus Co3+) on the size and nano-organization of the aggre-
gates. As expected, the SAXS patterns of the aggregates display
an increase of the intensity in the low q region compared to the
starting POM-based hybrid in solution at a similar concentra-
tion. Considering that the intensity in the low q region is
proportional to the molar mass of the molecular system, the
evaluation of the intensity allows us to estimate the number of
POMs and hence of dumbbell-shaped species per aggregate. We
observe that some POM-based assemblies display a decrease in
intensity at small wave vectors.

This effect, attributed to the electrostatic interactions
between the POM assemblies, is more pronounced with the
Co2+ linker and with Dawson-type POMs. As all solutions
contain the same initial concentration of hybrid POMs, large
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 11072–11080 | 11075



Table 2 Data extracted from the SAXS curves of KSn[tpy].Co
II, KSn[-

tpy].CoIII,DSn[tpy].Co
II, andDSn[tpy].Co

III in CD3CN solution, d¼ 2p/q.
The value noted in bold corresponds to the main peak

Compound Nber dimers q1/Å
�1 d1/Å q2/Å

�1 d2/Å

KSn[tpy].Co
II 10–12 0.344 18.3 0.464 13.5

KSn[tpy].Co
III 50–60 0.350 18.0 0.481 13.1

DSn[tpy].Co
II 2–3 0.311 20.2 0.426 14.8

DSn[tpy].Co
III 3–4 0.323 19.5 0.426 14.8
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aggregates have lower concentrations. The amplitude of the
decrease at low q is in agreement with the concentration (and
hence the size) of the aggregate (Table 2). Finally, for all SAXS
patterns, the oscillations corresponding to the discrete species,
displayed in Fig. 3, are not observed anymore. However, each
SAXS pattern exhibits two new peaks at intermediate q values
(0.3 Å�1 < q < 0.5 Å�1) denoted as q1 and q2, which were not
present for the discrete dumbbell-like species in DMSO-d6.
These peaks, which were also observed in previous POM-based
aggregates,9,10 arise from the nanostructured features of the
aggregates and correspond to POM–POM correlations within
the aggregates (Fig. 5 and S10–S13†). The data extracted from
the SAXS analysis are listed in Table 2. Typically, the aggregates
made of KSn[tpy] contain much more POM building units than
those of DSn[tpy]. Furthermore, the q1 and q2 peaks are more
intense for the Keggin system than for the Dawson one, prob-
ably as a consequence of the lower nuclearity of the Dawson
aggregates (and hence the less important numbers of POM–

POM interactions within these aggregates). Finally, one can
observe that increasing the charge of the metal linker leads to
the formation of bigger aggregates with shorter POM–POM
distances (e.g. higher q1 and q2 values) owing to increased
electrostatic interactions between the POMs and the Co
complexes. These results indicate that the aggregation is fav-
oured (bigger aggregates with shorter POM–POM distances)
when the charge of the metal linker approaches that of the
POM.
Fig. 5 SAXS pattern of a 1 mmol solution of the molecular building-
unit KSn[tpy] (left, black curve) and DSn[tpy] (right, black curve) and the
resulting aggregates POM.CoII (red curves) and POM.CoIII (blue
curves) assemblies in CD3CN (respectively obtained upon the addition
of 0.5 equiv. [Co(H2O)6](NO3)2 and further oxidation of the Co(II) with
0.5 equiv. TBABr3). The solvent and the capillary were subtracted to
obtain these patterns.

11076 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 11072–11080
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of the aggregates
KSn[tpy].Co

II and KSn[tpy].Co
III inMeCN was performed aer the

deposition of few drops of solutions containing the supramo-
lecular assemblies dispersed inMeCN on a Cu grid covered with
an amorphous carbon lm. The resulting micrographs of
KSn[tpy].Co

II and KSn[tpy].Co
III only show ill-dened aggregates

of few nanometers (5 to 20 nm) probably due to the removal of
the solvent (imposed by the high vacuum conditions), while the
solvent certainly plays a key role in maintaining the structura-
tion of the aggregates. Nevertheless we observe that the aggre-
gates of KSn[tpy].Co

III are slightly bigger than those of
KSn[tpy].Co

II, in agreement with SAXS (Fig. S14†).
Molecular dynamics simulation

The electrostatic potential maps in Fig. 6 illustrate the charge
distribution of KSn[tpy].Co

III that identies two regions of
opposite charge within the molecular system: the POM region,
which shows a high negative charge, and the Co(III) region that
shows a relatively high positive charge. This opens the possi-
bility of intermolecular aggregation by means of complemen-
tary coulombic electrostatic interactions. Due to the high
negative charge of POMs, aggregation is expected to strongly
depend also on the competitive interactions with the counter-
cations and the solvent. Thus, explicit treatment of solvent
and cations (TBA) is needed to describe the behaviour of
dumbbell-type hybrid POMs in solution (DMSO and water). It
should be noted that SAXS studies conducted in DMSO/water
mixtures also indicated the formation of aggregates
(Fig. S15†). Through MD simulations we investigated the
aggregation phenomena and the factors on which they depend.
Our analysis connects the intermolecular hybrid POM aggregate
formation with the solvent dependence of the POM/TBA inter-
actions. We analysed each phenomenon separately. First, we
present the results of the structural features of KSn[tpy].Co

III

anion-pairs formed spontaneously during MD simulations, and
secondly the key role of TBA cations and the solvent in the
aggregation process. Simulations starting from a model con-
structed by randomly distributed KSn[tpy].Co

III units in the
simulation box led to the spontaneous formation of aggregates,
pairs and even a trimer, in water but not in DMSO.

The distance distribution function (g(r)) between a POM (P
atom) of one KSn[tpy].Co

III unit and the Co atom of the other
unit, computed from the whole trajectories, permits analyzing
the dynamical structure of the solution. We performed this
analysis for the two solvents as shown in Fig. 7 and S16.† In
water, g(r) reveals high and well dened peaks at short distances
Fig. 6 Computed electrostatic potential map of KSn[tpy].Co
III.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 7 Top left: distance distribution functions (g(r)) between a POM (P atom) of one KSn[tpy].Co
III unit and the Co atom of the other unit for the

UNPACKED setup in water (blue) and in DMSO (pink). Middle: g(r) between POM (P atom) of one KSn[tpy].Co
III unit and the Co atom of the other

unit for initial setups UNPACKED (blue) and PACKED (green) in water. Right: g(r) between two POMs (P atom) of different KSn[tpy].Co
III units for

initial setups UNPACKED (blue) and PACKED (green) in water. Bottom left: distance distribution functions g(r) between POM and TBA for the
UNPACKED setup in water (orange) and DMSO (purple). Snapshots: spontaneously formed dimer in the UNPACKED setup (blue), and tetramer in
the PACKED setup (green). TBA ions colored pinkish; POM oxygens colored red; organic chains colored blue.

Edge Article Chemical Science
(�9 Å) indicating close contacts between different units. In
contrast, no peaks exist at short distances for DMSO. Visual
inspection of the trajectory showed formation of KSn[tpy].Co

III

pairs by means of the expected electrostatic interactions
between the two distinctly charged regions of the hybrid POM,
that led to a dimer structure depicted in Fig. 7. It should be
noted that when we started the simulation from a pre-organized
PACKED setup, the peaks in Fig. 7 (right side) totally match
those of the UNPACKED setup (see the description of the MD
simulation setup in the ESI† le), in position but not in inten-
sity due to the presence of the pre-organized tetramer. There-
fore, this conrms that the coulombic aggregation patterns are
maintained in assemblies of different building units in water.
Interestingly, by computing g(r) between the two POMs (P atom)
of different forms of KSn[tpy].Co

III units, we can observe at
a close distance (below 2 nm) a peak at 14.7 Å and a broader set
of peaks between 17.0 and 18.5 Å (Fig. 7 and S17†2). These
values are in very good agreement with SAXS that indicates two
preferential POM–POM short distances within the aggregates.
We simulated the scattering data of six snapshots of tetramer
aggregates (Fig. S18†). Each simulated SAXS pattern displays
two broad peaks at ca. 0.35 Å�1 and 0.45 Å�1 in perfect agree-
ment with the experimental SAXS data. Going from DMSO to
water we observed an increase in the number of KSn[tpy].Co

III

pairs, and realized that the number of TBA cations around the
anions also seemed to increase. Aimed at analysing whether
TBA played some role in the aggregation process, we computed
g(r) between the negative region of POM (P atom) and TBA
cations. Indeed, the results in Fig. 7 show intense peaks in water
and not in DMSO. Hence, though TBA molecules are strongly
associated with dumbbells in water solution, they are much
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
more labile in DMSO. Actually, the distance distribution func-
tion between TBA cations also reveals strong differences in the
behaviour of TBA in the different solvents (Fig. S19†). TBA
cations partly aggregate in water, but they are very well solvated
in DMSO. Thus, there is a strong correlation between aggrega-
tion and TBA association, the higher the POM/TBA association,
the higher the aggregation.

We observed the different steps that led to the formation of
a KSn[tpy].Co

III dimeric pair for the UNPACKED setup in water
(Fig. 8). The most important feature that can be extracted is
that TBA counter cations assist the formation of the dimers.
The rst step is a POM–POM anchorage mediated by TBA
cations. Two TBA cations, which are associated with each
POM, interact excluding water between them, by forming
a supramolecular POM–TBA–TBA–POM assembly. Then, in the
second step organic chain–TBA interactions come into play.
TBA maintains the contact with the organic chain, and trig-
gered by POM–Co(III) coulombic driving force, a kind of KSn[-
tpy].CoIII walking along the chain was recorded. In this
movement TBA cations help to avoid POM–POM repulsion.
Subsequently, in the last step of this walking, the rst Co(III)–
POM contact is rather stable. Aerwards, in step four, like in
a Ferris wheel, both dumbbells units rotate around the POM–

Co axis until reaching the second POM–Co(III) interaction,
which leads to the formation of the anion–anion dimeric pair,
the pattern of aggregation of assemblies of different subunits.
Also in this case TBA helps to avoid POM–POM repulsion. This
marvellous sequence of movements assisted by TBA leads to
the formation of aggregates in water. In contrast, as no TBA
cations are associated with POM in DMSO, dimeric pair
formation is not favoured.
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 11072–11080 | 11077



Fig. 8 Time-evolution snapshots of dumbbell–dumbbell dimer assisted by TBA counter cations.

Fig. 10 (Left) SAXS pattern the POM.Con organogels: KSn[tpy].Co
III

(plain blue), KSn[tpy].Co
II (plain red), DSn[tpy].Co

III (dotted blue) and
DSn[tpy].Co

III (dotted red). (Right) Evolution of the SAXS pattern of
KSn[tpy].Co

III under successive acquisitions; the bold blue and red lines
correspond to the first and last scans respectively. The solvent and the
capillary were subtracted to obtain these patterns.

Chemical Science Edge Article
Formation of nanostructured gels

With the aim of isolating the different dumbbell species, we
observed that the solutions of KSn[tpy].Co

III andDSn[tpy].Co
III in

DMSO-d6, quickly precipitate in the presence of an excess of
ethanol or ethanol/diethyl ether (2/1) for KSn[tpy].Co

III and
DSn[tpy].Co

III, respectively. Aer washing with pure ethanol, the
resulting precipitates appear as a gel containing ca. 7% of the
hybrids (Fig. 9a), according to thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA). When the resulting organogels are dipped into aqueous
solution they initially oat, owing to the lower density of
ethanol compared to water. Aer a few minutes they start to
sink into the aqueous solution suggesting the exchange of
ethanol molecules by water. The formation of a hydrogel was
conrmed by TGA, which shows that the resulting systems
contain ca. 5% of the hybrid POMs and lose the solvent mole-
cules at higher temperature, in agreement with the difference of
volatility between ethanol and water (Fig. 9b and S20†). The
organogels of KSn[tpy].Co

II and DSn[tpy].Co
II can also form upon

the addition of an excess of ethanol/diethyl ether (2/1) to solu-
tions of the dumbbell species in DMSO-d6 solution, followed by
washing with ethanol. SAXS analysis of all organogels was per-
formed to complete their characterization (Fig. 10a). All SAXS
curves display a rather intense peak at q values between 0.2 and
0.7 Å�1 (similar to previously observed values in CD3CN) sug-
gesting that some nano-organization is maintained in the
organogels. Similarly, the trends previously described for q1 and
Fig. 9 (a) Ethanol organogel of KSn[tpy].Co
III. (b) Thermogravimetric

analysis of KSn[tpy] (black) and KSn[tpy].Co
III as an ethanol organogel

(red) and hydrogel (blue).
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q2 for the aggregates in CD3CN are also observed for the orga-
nogels (Table 3 and Fig. S21–S24†).

For instance, q1 and q2 values are higher in the Keggin
systems than in the Dawson ones and the gels with the Co(III)
metal linker display higher q1 and q2 values than the POM.CoII

gels. For all compounds, the SAXS intensity keeps increasing for
q / 0 with a slope of ca. q�2, which suggests that the gels have
a lamellar organization (Fig. S25†). Interestingly the POM.CoIII

systems evolve under the X-ray beam during successive SAXS
acquisition at the synchrotron (Fig. 10b and S26†), which was
evidenced by a local colour change (from orange to red) aer
Table 3 Data extracted from the SAXS curves of KSn[tpy].Co
II, KSn[-

tpy].CoIII,DSn[tpy].Co
II, andDSn[tpy].Co

III as organogels, d¼ 2 p/q. The
value noted in bold correspond to the main absorption peak

Compound Scan q1/Å
�1 d1/Å q2/Å

�1 d2/Å

KSn[tpy].Co
II 1st 0.369 17.0 0.477 13.2

KSn[tpy].Co
III 1st 0.354 17.7 0.492 12.8

5th 0.364 17.2 0.486 12.9
DSn[tpy].Co

II 1st 0.332 18.9 0.417 15.1
DSn[tpy].Co

III 1st 0.344 18.3 0.437 14.4
5th 0.343 18.3 0.433 14.5

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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beam exposure. We performed 5 successive acquisitions sepa-
rately and noticed that the peaks at ca. 0.4–0.5 Å�1 continuously
shi towards smaller q values in agreement with the partial
formation of POM.CoII (Table 3), the effect being more
pronounced for the Keggin than the Dawson-based system. It
seems likely that the gel formation arises from the nano-
organization of the POM-based dumbbells that is imposed by
the electrostatic interactions between the charged moieties.
These interactions maintain the POMs at a controlled distance
in the aggregates. This leaves some void, which is lled with the
solvent molecules. When the solvent molecules evaporate the
gel irreversibly collapses in order to ll the voids. The inter-
molecular interactions between the dumbbells species are thus,
in this system, at the basis of the formation of the gels. Smart
materials with controllable properties can be obtained when the
interplay between the intermolecular interactions within the
molecular material is properly understood.43 The properties and
performance of these materials notably depend on the spatial
organization and the distances between the components.44 In
the present system, the redox state of the metal linker of the gels
can be photoswitched resulting in the modication of the POM–

POM distances. These so nanostructured materials thus have
potential applications as redox-responsive smart materials.

Conclusions

We reported the formation of a series of discrete dumbbell-like
POM-based hybrids displaying positive and negative charges.
These complex molecular architectures, that differ by the nature
of the POM (Keggin versus Dawson) and the charge of the cobalt
linker (2+ and 3+) are able to further self-assemble into different
hierarchical species (aggregates of different size, nano-
structured gels) owing to a competition between the solvation
energy of the discrete species and intermolecular electrostatic
interactions. In DMSO, a strongly dissociating solvent, the
systems behave as discrete species and were thoroughly char-
acterized by combination of 1H NMR spectroscopy, SAXS and
DFT calculations. The formation of the dumbbell-like species in
DMSO was also studied by ITC. These measurements showed
that the metal coordination to the POM-based building unit was
reinforced by coulombic interactions between the POMs and
the metal linker and counter balanced by an entropic cost
associated with the POM (the Dawson entropic contribution
being more important than that of the Keggin). When lowering
the dissociating character of the solvent or in the presence of
a protic solvent the aggregation of the species occurred. In
MeCN, we observed by SAXS the formation of nanostructured
aggregates of different sizes according to the nature of the POM
and the charge of the cobalt linker. We concluded that aggre-
gation is favoured (bigger size and shorter POM–POM
distances) when the charge of the metal linker approaches that
of the POM. Molecular dynamics simulations, in combination
with DFT calculations, corroborated that the dumbbell-like
species are discrete in DMSO and that they aggregate in H2O.
Interestingly, the computational results outlined the non-
innocent role of the TBA counter ions in the aggregation
process. Typically, the aggregation occurs when some TBA
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
cations are strongly associated with the POMs and assist the
interaction between the molecular dumbbells. Finally, we
observed the formation of gels in the presence of ethanol. In
this case the solvation energy of the aggregate becomes too low
and promotes precipitation. SAXS analysis of the gel indicated
that the gel retained some nanostructural features of the
aggregates. We thus showed that starting from the designed
molecular building units of controlled size and topologies we
can achieve their implementation into so nanostructured
materials through the control of their supramolecular
organization.
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